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Abstract
Nowadays, Service-oriented architecture is known as a hopeful and effective solution for making the applications organizations which of business operations support as a set of well-defined service. Web services selection and composition are key activities which are done in of the various phases in the life cycle of service-oriented architecture. Selection a valuable web services due to existing many services and also having variety of criteria in the production process automatically and is difficult the selection work. Automatically production and selection web service is one of the important key activities in the implementation a successful service-oriented projects. Identify existing approaches are frequently prescriptive and experience-based architect. Thus it is possible lead to be non-suitable designs, reduce resulting performance, reducing of scalability and complex dependence between services. In this paper, we present an automatically method for identify business services. Using genetic algorithm and fuzzy logic can be production automated web service based on qualitative and quantitative characteristics. In this paper, architect can use metrics to measure characteristics of web services then is assured the abstraction level of web services. Genetic algorithm is for the automatic identification of web services and improved role of architect. Fuzzy logic selects web services based on user preferences. The user view has direct effect in rank for composition of service. Therefore user selected good composition of web service with our ideas. This approach in web services selection and composition compare to previous approaches have upper efficiency and improvement.
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1. Introduction
A web service is software which uses XML to transfer data between other software via internet protocols. A web service has properties which make it distinct among other technologies. These properties are: First, a web service is programmable. Second, it is established based on XML. Third, a web service is self-descriptor and identifiable [8]. Many descriptions and web service framework for addressing web service transactions and synchronization are offered to be standardized. Each solution has targeted a particular problem which doesn’t meet other requirements. Therefore, it is essential to identify key elements of SOA, restrictions in supporting service composition, verification, and composition automating [18]. The structure of web service basic is enough for simple interactions. If one web service need another web service and several web service must combined together. This operation called complete services and the processing of complete services also called composition service. They need to several services all the time composition. Services are basic requirement for developing the gold of organization to answer what the customer requirement. Therefore, the web services are good technology for dynamic of effective commercial cooperation, at
result it can cause connected of the organization and use of the data the necessary use of web services to cause until single web services combined together and make a complex service. The ways for combined web services often are basis of workflow and artificial intelligence, and the main ways for combined services include:

a. Static composition
b. Dynamic composition

There are fixed rulers in the static composition that depended to work and activity in future. The problem of this web service is that cannot give framework for making the complex process. In dynamic composition, we can reduce the time of web services composition. Our gold in this paper should cover weakness of before work. Therefore we must use of genetic-fuzzy algorithm that include:

a. Use of short memory
b. Find intellectual solutions in big spaces and infinite
c. And reported algorithm and it can produced the best solutions.

At the end, increase the numerous of web services that have same operation but they do not have some qualities. Quality Service involved nonfunctional features like execution cost, execution time, availability, rate of successfully in execution and security. Many services have much complex; therefore they must do by composition of web services. Also choice and the composition of web services are the kinds of important studies, in this paper. To offer the algorithm of the best combined web services according to genetic-fuzzy algorithm.

In this algorithm, produced chromosome, selected chromosome, cross-over and mutation have an optimal result. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the basic concepts of business process and multi-objective optimization are defined. In Section 3, the most related work is briefly reviewed. In Section 4, the service identification and composition problem is introduced and formally defined and a method in order to solve the service identification and composition problem is proposed. Then, it has been detailed in Section 5 by solving the problem with genetic algorithm (GA) and logic fuzzy and a case study has been conducted. In Section 6, evaluate the proposed solution. Finally, the conclusions are discussed in Sections 7.

2. Background and definition

In this section, we briefly review the background and definitions in service identification and composition.

2.1. Web service composition

Web services are applications on the web, independent of their context, which can be called and executed. The structure of a web service is sufficient to implement simple interaction between a client and a web service, but as applications are becoming more and more complex, there is also a need for more complex web services [17]. Web service composition is a process which several web services are incorporated to create value-added services [12]. This process begins with a request from the client to use a composite service. After this process is reviewed, the service will be selected from available services. Then a description of the composite service is provided by an appropriate language. And finally the execution engine runs according to the definition of composite service [19, 15].
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2.2. Genetic algorithm

Genetic algorithm is a kind of random search. A genetic algorithm such as local search starts with sets of random mode which is called the population. Each mode or individual is displayed as a string of a finite number of alphabets. These modes in genetic algorithm are called chromosomes which consist of several genes. Genetic algorithm is an evolutionary algorithm to search in the vast space [14].

2.3. Fuzzy logic

Fuzzy logic is a multi-valued logic that allows values to be defined in logic values such as true/false, up/down, and yes/no. In this theory, the membership is indicated by the function \( u(x) \) which \( x \) represents a specific member and \( u \) is the degree of \( x \) membership in the set and is determined by a value between 0 and 1. This is shown as relation (1) as follows:

\[
A = \{(x, \mu_A(x)) | x \in X\}
\]  

(1)

Fuzzy logic can be applied through rules which are called fuzzy operators. These rules are usually based on relation (2) that is shown as follows [5].

IF variable IS set THEN action

(2)

2.4. Definition

In this section, the relevant terminologies and its implications are defined.

**Definition 1 (Business process):** A business process (BP) is a set of logically related activities which are designed to achieve pre-defined business goals [16].

**Definition 2 (Business Activity):** A Business Activity is an atomic task in a business process [16].

**Definition 3 (Data Flow):** Defines the interaction between activities, for example the outputs of an activity may be used as inputs of other activity [11]. Each data flow contains one or some business entities which are exchanged as a message between activities.

**Definition 4 (Business Entity):** A Business Entity (BE) is a dominant data unit. Each BE has a relative complexity so that the designer can estimate it base on his/her experience [11].

**Definition 5 (Multi-Objective optimization):** A Multi-Objective optimization problem is defined as follows [3]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Min } & f(x) = \{ f_1(x), f_2(x), ..., f_M(x) \} \\
X & \in x^n \\
\text{S.t. } & g(x) \geq 0, h(x) = 0
\end{align*}
\]

(3)

Where \( x \) is the vector of decision variables bounded by the decision space, \( X \) and \( f \) are the set of objectives to be minimized.

3. Related works

In this section, we briefly review the most related work in service identification and composition. In [20, 4] Zang introduced a distributed architecture called MOVE. The architecture uses a great scale to optimize the extraction of sub-ontology. The architecture was developed to address heath issues. By analyzing the semantic similarities between interfaces of individual services and the quality of service (corresponding QoS), possible combinations are obtained. Thus, these compounds are ranked
and presented according to two dimensions: Mrissa et al offered a dimension for web service composition based on semantic contents. This combination is done based on the understanding of concepts of interaction and the basic capabilities of the service. Service composition techniques are controlled by end users. So the set of testing system capabilities are completely limited. As a result, the system doesn’t have the monitoring tool to run the composite service. This suggests that the failure is not assessed during the runtime.

The approach followed by enTish [2] is somewhat different from typical composition platforms. Services are typically created on the fly to realize client requests. Anyway, most frameworks are based on the assumption that first the business process has to be created. For enTish, a different architecture is needed, since client requests are expressed in a declarative way using formal languages. The declarative approach consists of two phases: the first phase takes an initial situation and the desired goal as starting point, and constructs generic plans to reach the goal. The latter one chooses one generic plan, discovers appropriate services, and builds a workflow out of them. The first phase is realized using PDDL (Planning Domain Definition Language) and estimated-regression planning as used in XSRL (XML Web-services Request Language), which must provide machine-readable semantics and specify the abstract service behavior. The second phase may be realized by using existing process modeling languages, such as BPEL.

In [18,9] authors present Formal methods such as automata theory, algebra process, finite state machines, and Petri Nets can be used to model and implement a web service composition. The methods support the formal modeling and evaluation service composition, and can improve the accuracy in certain situations, and make it easy to automate the composition. Thus, this technique does not provide a method for web service. On the other hand, this approach imposes a series of requirements which are not true but must be implemented. They present a framework that automatically constructs a Web service composition schema from a high-level objective. The input objective is fed to an abstract workflow generator that attempts to create an abstract workflow (written in BPEL) that satisfies the objective, either by using already generated workflows or subsets of them that are stored in a repository or by performing backtracking to find a chain of services that satisfy the objective. The abstract workflow is then concretized, either by finding existing services through a matchmaking algorithm [38] that matches inputs and outputs and binding them to the workflow, or by recursively calling the abstract workflow generator if no service can be found for an activity.

In [7] Azevedo et al have presented a systematic method for service identification in three phases which are: "Selection of Activities", "Identification and Classification of Candidate Services" and "Consolidation of Candidate Services". In the first phase, a set of activity is taken as input and then those activities which can be done automatically are selected. In the second phase a set of heuristic has been defined which are applied on the activities selected from first phase. The outputs of this phase are candidate services which are obtained by syntactical and semantic analysis of the process model and making use of mentioned set of predefined heuristics. In the third phase, the obtained services are consolidated. Although in this paper a systematic approach has been proposed for service identification, most of proposed heuristics cannot be measured automatically. For example one of the heuristics is that the candidate services must be identified from business rules. But this is a general guideline and there is not any explanation about how to do it and especially the way of its automation while this is an enormous and comparatively complex task. Also this paper has not used any technical metric to ensure appropriateness of service abstraction level.

4. Proposed approach
The purpose of identifying services is to create a set of candidate services and operations associated to them. Service modeling is one of the most common discussions of information technology executives and architects, and it is going to be one of the SOA challenges. Typical challenges are as follows [10]:

**Challenge 1:** How do we establish criteria for measuring quality attributes like granularity and reusability?

**Challenge 2:** How do we identify appropriate candidate services?

**Challenge 3:** How do we prioritize services?

In this paper we will answer to the three aforementioned major challenges in service-oriented modeling phase. We will define a set of step-by-step automated process to give an answer to the raised challenges. In the following we will explain the proposed service identification and composition method.

The Figure 1 shows the method in a format of a process model. This process model includes three phases which are described later in this section and deal with the mentioned challenges in service-oriented modeling and contains a set of tasks which clarify them respectively.

![Figure 1: The proposed method](image)

### 4.1 Metric definition phase

In this phase a set of business goals are taken and set of appropriate metrics are defined or selected. Thus achieving a set of appropriate metrics from business goals is the major purpose of this phase. First, a set of important quality attributes which cover business goals are selected. Since different quality attributes satisfy different business goals, it is required that the designer selects a set of appropriate quality attributes aligned with those goals. For example, some of enterprise goals can be listed as follows [10]:

- Be agile to adapt quickly to new opportunities and potential competitive threats
- Be first to market with innovative services for its customers
- Provide streamlined business processes to reduce operating costs

Specific business goals propagate their required quality attributes, for example agility and first to market business goals mean that Adaptability, Interoperability, Scalability, and Extensibility quality attributes are the major drivers for application architecture and service development, and it is possible that the importance of these attributes differ according to business goals [13]. In the next step, appropriate metrics are defined for each quality attribute so that they can be measured automatically. The key output of this phase is a set of metrics which are used in the second phase. The first phase of the proposed method deals with the first challenge in service-oriented modeling and contains a set of tasks which answer this challenge clearly.

### 4.2 Service set identification phase

The ultimate goal of this phase is automatic identification of candidate service set. Business process models together with business entities and also the defined metrics in the first phase constitute the inputs of this phase. In this phase, characteristics required for the modeling of the problem according to definition 5 are derived from business process model; these characteristics
themselves constitute a specific process model. Then the problem of identifying services is modeled as a genetic based multi-objective optimization algorithm. By setting the parameters of GA implementation is done and then executed on a specific model. In an evolutionary process, this algorithm will produce a set of non-dominated solutions as a Pareto set. The key output of this phase is a Pareto set of solutions together with value of metrics related to each solution. The second phase of the proposed method deals with the second challenge in service-oriented modeling and contains a set of tasks which answer to this challenge clearly.

4.3 Appropriate service set selection phase

In this phase, first, according to importance of quality attributes, a set of fuzzy rules together with their membership functions are defined.

- Quality of service Composite

The quality of service, according to qualitative criteria (cost, response time, availability, and reliability), for initial services of service quality vector is defined as relation (4, 5). Some of these functions are shown in Table (1).

\[ Q(s) = (q_{\text{cost}}(s), q_{\text{Rt}}(s), q_{\text{Av}}(s), q_{\text{Re}}(s)) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

\[ Q(s) = \sum(q_{\text{cost}}(s), q_{\text{Rt}}(s), q_{\text{Av}}(s), q_{\text{Re}}(s)) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

**TABLE 1: MASS FUNCTIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QoS Attr</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost</strong></td>
<td>[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} c_{ij} ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time</strong></td>
<td>[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} t_{ij} ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Availability</strong></td>
<td>[ a_{ij} = \frac{req_{ij}}{tot_{ij}}, \text{tot}<em>{ij} \neq 0, ] [ \frac{\sum</em>{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} a_{ij}}{n} &gt; 0 ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reputation</strong></td>
<td>[ q_{res}(s) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} k(s_i)}{n} ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By using the above mass function, the vector of a composite service with an execution map of P is defined as relations 6, 7 and 8:

\[ Q(p) = (Q_{\text{cost}}(p), Q_{\text{Rt}}(p), Q_{\text{Av}}(p), Q_{\text{Re}}(p)) \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

\[ Q(\text{Total}) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (q_{\text{Cost}}(s_i) * q_{\text{Rt}}(s_i) * q_{\text{Av}}(s_i) * q_{\text{Re}}(s_i)) \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

\[ (8) \]
After identifying the set of services, the services must be ranked using fuzzy logic and according to user requirements. After identifying the needs and preferences of their users, IF-THEN rules are implemented. This approach can be a base for ranking the quality vectors of execution plans. More important rules are ranked higher. The third phase of the proposed method deals with the third challenge in service-oriented modeling and contains a set of tasks which answer to this challenge clearly.

5. Modeling the service identification and composition with GA-Fuzzy logic

Now we describe the scenario of a web service in a travel agency. Today, various models and languages have been proposed to describe a service; the state diagram is one of the most common ones. Diagram of modes are shown in Figure (2):

![Figure 2: State chart of a composite service Travel Planner](image)

5.1 Modeling of phase 1

We consider three business goals as inputs in this case study: Agility, Ease of Future Enhancement and High Value to Business. A set of design metrics which satisfy business goals should be selected or designed in the first phase. According to the fact that many work has been done in the field of defining design metrics [1] we have chosen four design metrics. These metrics are: cohesion, coupling, business entity convergence, and granularity. Considering the mentioned business goals, quality attributes which cover these goals and also the relationship between these metrics and quality attributes are shown in Table (2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Goal</th>
<th>Quality Attribute</th>
<th>Metric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agility</td>
<td>Coupling</td>
<td>VCOPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agility</td>
<td>Granularity</td>
<td>VGRANU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Future Enhancement</td>
<td>Cohesion</td>
<td>VCHOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Value to Business</td>
<td>Entity Convergence</td>
<td>VCONVE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Modeling of phase 2

The metrics VCOPL, VGRANU, VCHOS and VCONVE, which had been defined in the first phase, constitute the first input of this phase. Two other inputs of this phase are business processes and
business entity weights. Figure 3 illustrates process model of this scenario. There should be a process model which is mapped to the business environment according to the mentioned scenario. Parameters of GA were determined as follows for fast convergence: Population size = 500, Generation span = 100, Crossover rate = 0.95, Probability of mutation = 0.05.

**Figure 3:** Administering Travel Planner

- **Representation and initial population creation**
  In order to apply the GA to a particular problem, we need to select an internal string representation for the solution space. The choice of this component is one of the critical aspects to the success or failure of the GA regarding the problem of interest. In our method, we represent each chromosome as a sequence of service activity. Generally a business process can be partitioned at most to n service, where n is the number of existing activities in business process. In other words, activities in a business process can be placed in one service, two services, three services, and or n separate services. Each chromosome which is representative for a service set contains n genes. Activities inside genes are placed in at most n services. Initial population is obtained by creating specific number of these chromosomes.

- **Crossover operator**
  One of the unique and important aspects of the techniques involving GA is the important role that recombination (traditionally, in the form of crossover operator) plays. In this paper, we propose a new crossover operator, called Service-Crossover. An offspring C1 is created from two parents, P1 and P2 as follows:
  1. Given a business process with n activities, randomly select a number i, (where i = 1, 2… n-1).
  2. Randomly select i activities which are the activities to be passed on from parent to offspring per parent.
  3. One gene is copied directly from P1 to C1 if it contains one of previously selected i activities.
  4. Remained genes are copied from P2 to C1 if it does not contain any of previously selected i activities.

- **Mutation**
  After cross-over, chromosomes are mutated. Mutation prevents the algorithm from being trapped in a local optimal. Mutation plays the role of retrieving lost genetic information by randomly
distributing genetic information. In this algorithm, to perform mutation operator, two services, Si and Sj, are selected randomly. Then two activities, Ai and Aj, which are in Si and Sj services respectively, are selected to exchange. GA is executed as many as the number of generation span and optimal service set is obtained through this evolutionary process. One of the chromosomes of the above business process in population is as follows:


As above, 500 chromosomes are created and algorithm enters an evolutionary process and finally produces a solution as Pareto solution set.

**Objectives of the fitness function**

In our issue, four major objectives among quality features are considered: Minimizing the cost, minimizing response time, maximizing the availability, maximizing reliability. Five Pareto solutions have been shown in Figure (4). Genes inside chromosomes are in the format of (Service, Activity). Moreover, the average value of each metric has been shown for the Pareto sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Domination Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A_1 = Notify claim, A_2 = Review claim Rejection,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_3 = Record claim, A_5 = Record Claim,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_6 = Record cost Payment, A_7 = Validate claim,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_8 = Analyze claim, A_9 = Decide on claim,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_10 = Reject claim, A_11 = Close claim, A_12 = Prepare Payment, A_13 = Provide additional date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granularity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S_1,A_1)(S_2,A_2)(S_2,A_3)(S_1,A_5)(S_2,A_6)(S_1,A_7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S_1,A_9)(S_1,A_6)(S_1,A_10)(S_2,A_11)(S_2,A_12)(S_1,A_13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S_1,A_5)(S_1,A_3)(S_2,A_11)(S_3,A_1)(S_3,A_9)(S_3,A_7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S_3,A_10)(S_4,A_9)(S_5,A_6)(S_5,A_13)(S_5,A_12)(S_6,A_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S_1,A_1)(S_1,A_2)(S_1,A_3)(S_1,A_5)(S_2,A_6)(S_2,A_7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S_1,A_9)(S_3,A_9)(S_1,A_10)(S_2,A_11)(S_2,A_12)(S_1,A_13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S_1,A_9)(S_2,A_2)(S_2,A_13)(S_2,A_3)(S_3,A_6)(S_4,A_9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S_5,A_11)(S_6,A_12)(S_7,A_1)(S_7,A_7)(S_7,A_3)(S_8,A_10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S_1,A_7)(S_2,A_8)(S_3,A_1)(S_3,A_5)(S_3,A_13)(S_4,A_9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4**: Results of the second phase

**5.3 Modeling of Phase 2**
In this phase, we consider agility the most important goal of business. Thus regarding the connection between business goals and quality attributes, Granularity and Coupling should be considered. These features due to the high priority they have can help us in our choice. On the other hand, a series of other characteristics of user priorities (cost, time, availability, reliability) are considered in selecting services. We use IF-THEN rules to model user preferences. IF includes membership function of user verbal parameters and THEN includes membership function which is used to rank and score a particular concept. In fact, a fuzzy rule shows how a combination of user attributes is acceptable and at what rank. This approach can be a base for ranking the quality vectors of execution plans. More important rules are ranked higher. To create appropriate fuzzy rules, based on the variable attribute whose valued is desired less or more by the user, we should create a logical mapping between input and output variables. Fuzzy rules related to verbal variable of cost which is required in a less value by the user can be stated in the Figure (5).

**Figure 5:** The fuzzy logic variable of cost

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFcost 1</td>
<td>If (cost (dollar) is very cheap) then (Rank is very high)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFcost 2</td>
<td>If (cost (dollar) is cheap) then (Rank is high)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFcost 3</td>
<td>If (cost (dollar) is moderate) then (Rank is moderate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFcost 4</td>
<td>If (cost (dollar) is expensive) then (Rank is low)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFcost 5</td>
<td>If (cost (dollar) is very expensive) then (Rank is very low)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, for the variable of readiness which is required in a high value by the user, we use fuzzy logics in the Figure (6).

**Figure 6:** The fuzzy logic variable of availability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFcost 1</td>
<td>If (cost (dollar) is very cheap) then (Rank is very high)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFcost 2</td>
<td>If (cost (dollar) is cheap) then (Rank is high)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFcost 3</td>
<td>If (cost (dollar) is moderate) then (Rank is moderate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFcost 4</td>
<td>If (cost (dollar) is expensive) then (Rank is low)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFcost 5</td>
<td>If (cost (dollar) is very expensive) then (Rank is very low)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the mentioned descriptions for the system, we express (N=20) fuzzy logics which regarding the verbal variables of the system and their sections, the number of rules varies. The mentioned approach is implemented by MATLAB program and the corresponding membership functions are shown in Figure (7).
However, for the variable of Response time which is required in a high value by the user, we use fuzzy logics in the Figure (8).

Figure 7: Membership functions of the system variables
However, for the variable of Reliability which is required in a high value by the user, we use fuzzy logics in the Figure (9).

According to the state diagrams and the identified services, we assume there are two candidate services for $A_6$ and $A_7$ and there is one candidate service for other jobs and that the possibility of branching for $A_6$ and $A_7$ is equal to 0/5. The values of quality attributes are shown in Figure (10).

The calculated values of attribute cost and response time for the mentioned plans are determined using cumulative functions. The evaluated rate for each execution plan is stated in Table (3).
In the first case, with the assumption that the user gives 80 for the importance of cost criterion and 20 for the response time and zero for other criteria, the calculated rate for execution plan P3 using the implemented system is greater and thus it seems necessary to select this plan. But in the second case, if the user gives 20 for the importance of cost and 80 for the response time and zero for other criteria, the results lead us to choose execution plan P2. In spite of the quality vectors for an operation, we ask a number of users to determine the importance of each of the quality criteria and choose the best plan in their own ideas. Then we compare the results with the selected plan by the program. The comparison demonstrates the results which are induced by the mentioned approach correspond to that of users ideas. Even in those cases where the users were not determined in choosing from some quality vectors, the program could do it. As demonstrated, the users’ ideas have a direct impact on the rate which is calculated for a composition of services. In fact, this is the user who by imposing his/her opinion chooses an appropriate composition in his/her idea.

6. Evaluation

The implementation is done in MATLAB, Assuming the availability of quality vectors for an operation. We want to determine the significance of each of qualitative criteria to select the best service. If you assuming value of 1 for factor of credit of fuzzy rules related qualitative criteria, Figure (11) shows a diagram of the system variables change and also change of variable costs, and thus it is rated for service composition.

![Figure 11: The effect variable cost on the rank](image)

However, the reduction factor of credit rules associated with criteria and keep the rest is less the slope of diagram and width of each step in the ratings and this is also true for the rest of the criteria and reasons for the proper functioning of the system. Figure (12) shows the gap between the highest and lowest ranks rated services, or changes to the rules relating to qualitative criteria and keep the rest in the value of 1.
However, user preference has direct impact at score is calculated for a composition of services. Thus, users choose right composition with their opinions.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a method to identify the optimal composition of web services on genetic algorithms and fuzzy logic. Identifying services using GA result to identifying services aligned with business objectives and this lead to compatibility of business systems with business environment. In this paper, for the architect to make sure about the appropriateness of abstraction level, technical metric was used which can measure the attributes of service in designing levels. We also used GA to automate the identifying of services which contributed to an improvement in architect’s role by automating tasks. To model the priorities of the user we used fuzzy rules with a logical mapping between input and output verbal variables. In this approach, after obtaining the degree of importance of each criterion from the users, based on the quality information of each execution plan, the composition with the highest rate is picked out. We can enumerate a couple of advantages for this approach. This approach emphasizes on the correspondence between the users ideas and the quality attributes of composition services. The user clearly expresses his/her priorities in choosing from the services with reviewing case study we must choice best plan with existing qualitative vectors and determine the importance each qualitative vectors. The user has the direct effort in the acceptable composition of services. Then this approach in web services selection and composition compare to previous approaches have upper efficiency and improvement.
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